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of the concept O when So was stimulated. (This point will be
somewhere in the zone corresponding to As very early leaming of
the concept, before the representation would be conscious. P&V
explicitly concede that there is such a period.) At this point, we
.rô" ho* A relearn O and B learn ,f) foi the first time, employing
exactly the same procedure originally used when A ffrst learned
f). Surely, P&Vwould agree that A would relearn the concept O
faster than B because, as we have set things up, A will have a rep-
resentational 

"head-start" 
over B. We thus have a very simple hv-

pothetical case of how an unconscious representatioî cou^ld slg-
nificantly affect the conscious experience ofconcept acquisition.
Further, the SOC account, relying as it does only on conscious rep-
resentations, would be at a loss in explaining this learning-time dif-
ference, unless they took the unfalsiffable position that A's more
rapid learning of O simply demonstrated that the decayed repre-
sentation with which A started prior to releaming (l must, in fact,
have been conscious all along.

It may well be that there ii, indeed, some sort of 
"connectivity

phase change" when a neural representation has the possibility of
becominq conscious when activated. This could be the point de-
scribed by Hebb as when 

"reverberation 
in the structure'might be

possible . . . reverberation which might frequently last for périods
oftime as great as halfa second or a second, [this beingl the best
estimate one can make of the duration of a sinsle'conscious con-
tent"' (Hebb 1949, p. 74). But if one is to presènt a coherent pic-
ture ofcognition that takes into account neural, representational,
and cognitive phenomena, one must not neglect the representa-
tional stages leading up to this creation ofcell-assemblies or, in the
language of P&V up to the emergence of fully conscious repre-
sentations.

In conclusion, we suggest that the SOC model might do well to
turn to basic neural network principles that would allow it, with-
out difficulty, to encompass unconscious representations, as de-
scribed above. (See, e.g., Cleeremans & fiménez 2002; Mathis &
Mozer 1996.) These 

'tunconscious" 
representations - some of

which may evolve into representations thï, when activated, would
be conscious - can affect consciousness processing, but do so via
the same basic associative, excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms
that we observe in conscious representations. The inclusion ofthis
type of representation in no way requires the authors to also posit
sophisticated unconscious computational mechanisms.
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Abstract: We analyze some of the recent evidence for unconscious se-
mantic âccess stemming from tasks that, although bæed on a priming pro-
cedure, generate semantic congruity effects because of response compe-
tition, not semantic priming effects. We argue that such effects cannot
occur without at least some glimpses of awareness about the identiÇ and
the meaning of a significant proportion ofthe primes,

Like Perruchet & Vinter (P&V), we fully endorse a mentalistic
perspective, which implies that we do not posit the existence of a
"powerful," 

or more precisely, an intenti,onal cognitive uncon-
scious. Thus, we basically share the view of Searle (1990; 1992)
and Dulany (1997) that the unconscious is intentional in a dispo-
sitional way. In this commentary we expand on the claim made by
P&V in section 8.2 that the available data on unconscious serrran-
tic access do not constitute a challenge to the mentalistic frame-
work.

In assessing the plausibility of the evidence for unconscious se-

mantic access, a distinction must be made between tasks generat-
ing semantic priming effects and tasks generating othei effects
based on stimulus meaning, such as Stroop and Stroop-like con-
gruity effects. This distinction has been sônewhat blurred in re-
cent work, maybe partly because of the multiple meanings of the
Iermprimin& which can designate an experimental procedure, an
observed effèct, and a hJpotËetical cauial process.^such as auto-
matic spreading activation in semantic memory (e.g., Neely 1991).
Much of the early evidence for unconscious semantic access un-
der masking, criticized by Holender (1986), was based on a se-
mantic priming paradigm yielding bona fide semantic priming ef-
fects. Much of the recent evidence fbr unconscioui semantic
access discussed by P&V does not qualif' as priming because it
rests on tasks that, although based ôn o prirniog pro"cedure, are
functionally equivalent to Stroop-like tasks. These tasks are gerr-
erally assumed to generate congruity effects because of response
competition (e.g., Eriksen 1995; Holender lgg2; Macleod 1991),
not priming effects.

The studies of Greenwald et al. (1996r Draine & Greenu'ald
1998) are based on prime and target words with strong positive
and negative affective connotations. The SOA between thè nrime
and thà target is very brief (under 100 msec), and the primË is in-
terleaved between two masks consisting of random letters strings.
Even though the primes could not be dùcriminated ahove c.hanf.e,
the binary classi{ïcation ofthe target words in terms oftheir pleas-
antness is more âccurate in congruent trials, in which the polari!
of the prime and the target words are the same, than in irrcongru-
ent trials, in which the polarities are opposite. Similarly, in the
studies of Dehaene et al. (1998; Naccache & Dehaene 2001),
which are based on a comparable procedure, the speed of classi-
ffcation of a single-digit target number in terms of whether it is
larger.or smaller thanJive is affected by the congruency ofthe un-
conscrous pnme numDer.

Initially, Greenwald et al. (1996; Draine & Greenwald 1998) in-
terpreted their ffnding as reflecting semantic priming based on
spreading activation. Then, Klinger et al. (2000) demonstrated
that this effect does not depend at all on spreading activation but
on response competition. This was taken as evidence that the un-
conscious primes must be covertly classiffed according to the same
rule as the one applied to the visible target (see also Dehaene et
al. 1998). Next, it was shown that the congruity efïèct only appears
with primes that have been used repeatedly as targets (Abràhs &
Greenwald 2000; Damian 2001), which prompted a reinterpreta-
tion of the effects in terms of the formation through leamine of a
direct stimulus-response link based on sunerficial-fealures oJ the
stimuli. Howev"., Àb.u.r et al. (2002) ariued that this link must
rather be established between the stimuliand the semantic cate-
gories, as the learning effect resisted a change in response assrgn-
ment. Nevertheless, 

-Naccache 
and Dehaen*e (2001) persistejin

their account in terms ofunconscious semantic classiiication, be-
cause the congruity effect still occurs with unconscious primes,
which have noï b"én seen before as targets.

All these interpretations of unconscious congruity effects rest
on the assumption that the primes are completelv unavailable to
awareness. Ifcorrect, they imply a hypelpà*.rful unconscious,
that is, an unconscious even more powerful than the one alreadv
required to explain unconscious iemantic priming effects. WÉ
contend that this conception is profoundly mistaken because, as
was pointed out by Prinz (1997), a stimulus has no inherent infor-
mation sufficient to specifi' a response outside the context of a
goal-directed task impose<i by thé instructions. Besides. the pri-
mary source of response conflicts underlying the congruiS' effects
described above must lie in conscious mentàl represèntaiions (cf.
Holender 1992), because there is no stored infbrmation, and
hence no information that can be automatically activated, about
whether a number is smaller or Iarger than five or about whether
the concept denoted by a word has a pleasant or unpleasant con-
notation. therefore, the only possibleiource ofconfiict lies in the
fact that most participants think about the irrelevant information
in terms similar to those used by the instructions to describe how
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the relevant information has to be related to the resoonses. Actu-
ally, we have evidence stemming from a StroopJike'task with vis-
ible distractors that participants not noticing the critical relation
between the irrelevant information and the resoonses do not show
any congruity effect (Duscherer & Holender, iubmitted).

To conclude, we submit that none of the congruity effects dis-
cussed above could occur without at least some glimpses ofaware-
ness about the identity and the meaning of a significant propor-
tion of the primes. However, not all the apparent evidence of
unconscious semantic access is flawed. There are also replicable
e{Iècts that, althougli przzling at first sight, can now be elegantly
accommodatedwithin the mentalistic framework. Let us take three
examples. First, there is no need to postulate a center-surround
attentional process tahng place in semantic memory to account
lbr the reversal in the semantic priming effect (faster responses in
unrel:rted than related trials) when participants make a semantic
similarity judgment on masked primes in a preliminary task (Carr
& Dagenbach 1990; Dagenbach et al. 1989). Kahan (2000) ac-
counts for this e{Ièct by a retrospective prime clariffcation process
stemming liom participants' deliberate attempt to extract the
meaning of the masked word, with this strateg' being itself pro-
moted by the preliminary task. Second, Duscherer and Holender
(2002) explain the unconscious negative priming effects found by
Allport et al. (1985) by the fact that a distractor potentially avail-
able to awareness can be made unconscious by the slarerg, be-
tween an act of selective inhibition taking place during prime pro-
cessing and attentional diversion elicited by the onset of a mask
coming too late to cause much perceptual degradation. Third, it is
not necessary to postulate a powerful unconscious that can make
aflective preference judgments on stimuli that cannot be recog-
nized (Zajonc 1980). This effect can simply result from applying a
more effective nonanalytic strategy in preference judgments, and
a less effective analltic strategy in recognition judgments (Whit-
tlesea & Price 2001).
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Abstract: I challenge here tlie concept of SOC in regard to the question
ofthe consciousness or unconsciousness oflogical enors. My commentary
ofïèrs support {br the demonstration of how neuroimaging techniques
might be used in the psychology of reæoning to test hypotheses about a
potential hierarchv of levels of consciousness (md thus of partial uncon-
iciousness ) implemented in dilIerent brain nehvorks.

Since Aristotle, we have known that the essence of the human
mind is the logos, that is, both reason (logic) and language. But the
seventeenth-century French philosopher Descartes (f628/f96f )
also showed with his method that an important challenge for hu-
mans is to imnlement deductive rules in order to redirect the mind
fiom reasoni^ng errors to logical thinhng.

My commentary is specifically about section 7 of the target ar-
ticle, that is, about problem solving, decision making, and auto-
maticity. Recent cognitive psycholory and neuroimaging studies
by my group have dealt with the mechanisms by means of which
the human brain corrects initially unconscious logical reasoning
errors (Houdé et al. 2000; 2001). They show that the activated
brain networks are different, depending on whether (l) subjects
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think they are responding correctly to a logic problem when in fact
their reasoning is biased by an erroneous perceptual strategy (an
automatic strategy, in accordance with Evans's (1989) model); or
(2) they become aware of their error and correct it after being
trained to inhibit the initial perceptual strategy. In the second
stage (after training), regions in the left lateral prefrontal cortex
devoted to executive functions, inner speech, and deductive logic
are activated, along with a right ventroÀedial prefrontal area dà-
icated to self-feeline and relationships between emotions and rea-
soning (see Damasio's theory on coirsciousness: Damasio lggg).1
None of these regions are implicated in the first stage (be{bre
training), where the only activation observed is in a posterior net-
work strongly anchored in perception (ventral and dorsal path-
ways).

Interestingly, from the famous case ofPhineas Gage in the nine-
teenth century (Damasio et al. 1994; Harlow 1848) to Damasio's
patients today (Damasio f994; 1999), neuropsychological findings
clearly indicate that right ventromedial prefrontal damage is con-
sistently associated with impairments of reasoning/decision mak-
ing, emotion, and self-feeling. For the Iirst time, our neuroimag-
ing results demonstrate the direct involvement, in neurologically
intact subjects, of a right ventromedial prefrontal area in the mak-
ing of logical consciousness, that is, in what puts the mind on 

"the

logical track," where it can implement the instruments of deduc-
tion. (Note that this brain areawix not activated in a group of sub-
jects who were unable to inhibit the initial perceptuJstratery and
therefore could not avoid the reasoning error; see Houdé et al.
2001.) Hence, the right ventromedialprèfrontal cortex maybe the
emotional component of the brain's error correction device. More
exactly, this ur"à muy "o..erpond to the self-feeling device that de-
tects the conditions under which logical reasoning errors are likely
to occur (in connection with the anterior cingulate conex; see
Bush et  a l .  2000).

From the standpoint of evolutionist psycholog,. (Bjorklund
1997; Tooby & Cosmides 2000), it is interesting to relate these
neuroimaging results to the role classically ascribed to emotions
in survival, namely, that in the face of danger (here, logical rea-
soning errors), fear leads animals and thus humans to flee, to
avoid. In Darwinian terms, we can contend that evolution must
have fashioned the brain to sense the emotions needed to inhibit
nonadaptive behavior, even nonadaptive reasoning strâtegies
(Houdé et al. 2000).

The findings of these studies (Houdé et al. 2000; 2001) allow
me to challenge Perruchet and Vinter's concept of self-organizing
consciousness (SOC) in regard to three interrelated points: ( l) the
existence - denied bv the authors - of a hierarchv oflevels ofcon-
sciousness (and thus ofpartial unconsciousnessi implemented in
different brain networks (see Stage I and Stage 2 in our training
paradigm below); (2) the important problem in adults, but also in
children (Houdé 2000; Piaget 1984), ofthe consciousness or un-
consciousness ofreasoningirrors (an issue the authors do not re-
ally address in the article);ind (3) the question of the involvement
ofemotions and self-feelings in logical reasoning, ifand when the
subject becomes aware of the fact that there are several ways to
solve a problem (and that one of them is based on a misleading
stratery).

NOTE
L The Feelingof What Happens: Botlg and Emtions inthe Makingof

Consciousness. I am surprised to find no references to Damasiot work,
md in particular, with regard to the issue of decision making, no mention
ofthe 1997 article in Scisnce that he co-wrote (Bechara et al. 1997).
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